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A message from our General Manager
Let me start by saying thank you for your interest in McKesson Canada
Automation and our fleet of industry-leading technologies. As you browse
through these pages of our innovative solutions, we trust that you’ll notice our
commitment to helping improve patient care and safety within your pharmacy.
Here at McKesson Canada Automation, we only partner with the most creative
and enterprising engineering firms, best-in-class pharmacy automation
manufacturers, and premiere shipping & logistics companies to deliver the best
possible experience to our customers and their patients in all pharmacies, both
retail and hospital.
24/7/365 our team strives to make every process within your operation safer, more
accurate and as efficient as possible by automating the repetitive and manual
tasks that most commonly lead to potential dangers. We are proud to be able to
assist our customers with the expansion of their business while allowing them the
time and ability to focus on counselling their patients.
From product design to the sales process, through installation and on to ongoing
customer support, our commitment is to provide the best possible customer
experience. As part of this commitment, we have tailored enhanced training
programs that ensure our customers optimize the functionality of their pharmacy
automation.
Every single employee at McKesson Canada Automation contributes to our
mission and embodies our ICARE principals: Integrity, Customer-First,
Accountability, Respect, Excellence. That is who we are!
We thank you again for considering our offering and our team. We look forward to
meeting with you to discuss what we can do for your business and how together
we can make the world of pharmacy a safer and more efficient environment.
Sincerely yours,

Yves Blanchette
General Manager
McKesson Canada Automation
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Blister Card Technology

VBM 200F
VBM Blister Packaging
Machine
Manually preparing and verifying
blister cards can be time-consuming,
labour-intensive and at risk for
medication errors.
Immune to distraction and
fatigue, VBM safely and efficiently
automates the filling and
verification of multi-dose blister
cards in a single process.

Simultaneous dispensing from multiple
canisters makes preparation faster

Automation is the key to handling
a high volume of blister cards, as it
allows you and your staff to focus on
your patients’ needs.
Consistent
verification

Improved
efficiency

Increased
accuracy

Automated verification ensures accuracy
and saves you time

Compatible with
SureMed®

by

Click to watch
the video
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Qube

FlexRxTM Light

Hybrid blister

by

by

Since we have acquired
the VBM, we were
able to save a drastic
amount of time
in both filling and
checking blister cards.
This time savings, coupled
with the accuracy of the machine,
allows us to use our time elsewhere.
With the ability to digitally review
packs, our patients are less at risk of
a medication error, which leaves me
with peace of mind.

The VBM has dramatically increased the
productivity of my
pharmacy. It used
to take us 6 days to
prepare and check
our blister cards and now
we are able to produce everything
in only 3 days. […] The machine fits
easily in my small dispensary, […].
I was pleased with the quick and
simple installation and the intuitive
software was easy to learn.

Jason Mackie, Pharmacist & Owner
Guardian, Arcade & Jory Pharmacy, Midland, ON

Tereza Michel, Pharmacist & Owner
Proxim Tereza Michel, Laval, QC

VBM Benefits

VBM Specifications

Safety

Dimensions
Width
Height
Depth

• VBM fills and verifies blister cards consistently,
quickly and securely
• The entire packaging process is photographed,
and all data is safely stored for reporting and
future reference

Unit Footprint
1.6 sq. m (17 sq. ft.)
Capacity

• It’s well-designed and easy to clean, facilitating
dust control

Canisters

200
(expandable with additional
swappable canisters)

Multi-Dose and
Unit-Dose

Fills and verifies up to 40 multi-dose
and unit-dose blister cards per hour

Efficiency
• With VBM, you can fill, verify and seal up to
40 multi-dose blister cards per hour

198 cm (78")
201 cm (79")
81 cm (32")

Package Type

Electrical Requirements

• Two MDA filling trays for non-canister
medications and partial pills enable seamless,
continuous filling

Standard 110V 13A

• RFID driven canisters allow swapping and
refilling during operation
• Operators have a full overview of the entire
packaging process

Accuracy
• Using unique and proven vision technology,
the content of each and every blister cup is verified
• Pill verification is based on pill size, shape and
colour, as well as quantity
• All orders can be digitally reviewed, making
verification easy, efficient and traceable
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Canisters with pills

Data transfer
from host
Original prescription
from the host system
is transferred to the
VBM database.

5

3

Dispensing
tray

Multifunctional
Dispense Array
(MDA)

Only correct intake
dosages will be dropped
into the proper cup in the
blister tray.

Remaining medicine
and/or other medication
is dispensed by the MDA.

4
VBM Blister Packaging Machine is a registered trademark of Global Factories

The required pills for one
intake time are dispensed
by the canisters.

Verification

All medicines are collected in a buffer
and checked by the vision control.

McKesson Canada Automation
1.888.606.6337 extension 4
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
mckesson.ca/automation
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Blister Card Technology

BlistAssist ®
BlistAssist
Increase accuracy, streamline
verification, and have a traceable
record when producing blister
cards with BlistAssist!
Stock bottle scanning and light
guided filling ensure patients
received the right drug & dose, at
the right time.

Bottle scanning and light-guided filling
increases accuracy

Exploded cell view simplifies
the verification process. Our
customers report an average
time-saving in verification time
of 70%!

Increased
accuracy

Improved
traceability

Ensured
patient safety

Verification images can be accessed
from anywhere you can access your
pharmacy network. They are then
archived for future reference.

Remote verification streamlines the process

Compatible with
SureMed®

FlexRxTM Light

by

Click to watch
the video
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Qube

Qube-It

Hybrid blister

by

by

What really sold us on
it was how we could
save on pharmacists’
time and save on
checking. After lots of
shopping around, we
decided to go with the BlistAssist. […]
We couldn’t see ourselves going back
now. The pharmacists’ time saving is
unbelievable. [...] There is much less
room for error.

Since installing
BlistAssist, we’ve
experienced a
drastic reduction
in the time required
to produce and verify
blister cards. The software provides
security by guiding users through
each step of the process, ensuring
that cards are filled quickly and,
more importantly, correctly.

Nicole Barkhouse, Pharmacist & Owner
Guardian Dieppe, NB

James Dumont, Owner
White Cross Dispensary, ON

BlistAssist Benefits

BlistAssist Specifications

Accuracy
• A light-guided tray facilitates the time-consuming
and labour-intensive manual preparation process
• Barcodes and pill images drive the process to greatly
improve accuracy and reduce potential errors
• The software monitors preparation progress,
allowing you to resume production after an
interruption

Traceability
• Lot numbers and expiry dates are tracked, an
unparalleled ability for manually prepared
blister cards
• A log-in name and password ensure operator
traceability
• Captures final preparation pictures for archiving
purposes

Approximate Dimensions
Width
Height
Depth

58 cm (23")
66 cm (26")
58 cm (23")
Work Stations

All-in-one PC with 2 or 4 blister card set-up

The unique exploded pill-by-pill view
simplifies and accelerates verification by
displaying each cup’s components

Medication expected
in the cup.

Expecting two pills in the cup.
One pill is missing.

Safety
• Uses an innovative layer verification process to create
a quick and convenient verification pattern
• A distinctive pill-by-pill view displays each cup’s
components to simplify and accelerate verification
• The unique remote verification feature liberates the
preparation area and promotes workflow flexibility

Colour-coded doses.
BlistAssist® is a registered trademark of McKesson Canada Corporation.

McKesson Canada Automation
1.888.606.6337 extension 4
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
mckesson.ca/automation
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Strip Packaging Technology
Automation

PACMED® S Series
PACMED S Series

Medication pouch packaging

Innovative, high efficiency
and high capacity compliance
packaging solutions

An innovative solution that is
convenient, easy to use, portable,
personalized and totally secure.
With PACMED® pouches, medication
administration is convenient and safe.
• Improves resident safety
• Reduces frequency of medication
errors
• Optimizes nurses’ time

Improved operational efficiency

• Medications can be conveniently
organized and kept inside a
medication cart
• Crushing can be easily done directly
in the PACMED® pouch

PACVision®

Increased business growth

A high-productivity, high-accuracy
automated inspection unit that safely
and efficiently verifies every PACMED
pouch for pill quantity, colour, size
and shape in less than a second. Fully
integrated with PACMED to allow for
seamless operation.

Protect your patients
and market share

Optimizes pharmacist intervention,
freeing up time for pharmaceutical
services and other responsibilities.
A user-friendly interface allows for the
easy search and retrieval of all pouch
images for traceability.
8

PACMED S
Specifications
S350

PACMED S Benefits
S500

Dimensions
(W)

43”

43”

(H)

79”

91”

(D)

48”

48”

Speed
Unit-Dose
Multi-Dose

Up to 60 pouches
per minute
Up to 50 pouches
per minute

Packaging types
Clear/Clear, Clear/White, White/Clear

Efficiency
• High canister-count solutions ensure
less human intervention, reduced
errors, increased productivity and
guarantee less down-time
• High-volume medication canisters
can be conveniently positioned
up-front for fast and quick access
for refilling
• Special Tablet System (STS) trays
allow for uninterrupted packaging
flow of non-canister medication and
partial pills
• The TransPAC transportation case
for PACMED strips was designed to
reduce receiving and cart-loading time
• With the choice of 3 types of
supported paper, manipulation
during manual verification and
at bedside is reduced

Growth

Can be used to denote hours of
administration, international
language characters and identify
multiple pouches

UNLIMITED ADMIN/DAY
Allows you to package pills for
complex medication regimes with
complete flexibility

PERSONALIZED
POUCH DESIGN
Easily customizable appearance
and information for different needs

EASILY CRUSH PILLS
Allows you to crush pills safely and
conveniently directly in the pouch
without requiring an additional
specialized pouch

• Allows you to absorb increased
prescription volume with your
current infrastructure

PATIENT LABELS WITH IMAGES

• Bar coding allows for the verification
from pharmacy production to patient
delivery

PACMED®, PACVision® and PACMED Core® are registered
trademarks of McKesson Canada Corporation.

ICONS

• Ensure a competitive advantage
and customer loyalty by offering
your patients, a unique and
innovative solution

Safety

We also offer the PACMED B Series
with canister configurations that range
from 100 to 280.

PACMED S Features

• Ensures that pills are given consistently
and correctly, allowing caregivers to
focus on their patients’ needs
• Pouch packaging allows for automated
verification which improves the safety
and accuracy of the process
• Reduces errors as well as dispensing
time

PACMED Core® software offers
the option to print patient labels
with colour images of patient
and drugs, facilitating the
identification and verification of
the medication by the caregiver

Ask about the PACMED support
products: Wizer, CrushPAC,
TransPAC and ComPAC boxes.

McKesson Canada Automation
1.888.606.6337 extension 4
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
mckesson.ca/automation
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Strip
Packaging Technology
Automation

PACMED® C Series
PACMED C Series

Medication pouch packaging

Innovative and affordable
compliance packaging solutions

A progressive solution that is
convenient, easy to use, portable,
personalized and totally secure.
Thanks to our unique packaging
technology, you can now provide better
quality services while improving
medication adherence.
PACMED – Making life easier
for you and your patients

Improved operational efficiency

PACVision® C
Increased business growth

An unparalleled high accuracy
automated inspection unit that safely
and efficiently verifies every PACMED
pouch for pill quantity, colour, size
and shape in less than a second. Fully
integrated with PACMED to allow for
seamless operation.

Protect your patients
and market share

Minimizes pharmacist intervention,
freeing up time for patient counselling
and other responsibilities.
A user-friendly interface allows for the
easy search and retrieval of all pouch
images for traceability.
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PACMED C

PACMED C Features
ICONS

C208
Dimensions
(W)

39" doors closed
64" doors open

(H)

79"
(base is 37")

(D)

25"
44" base doors open
Unit footprint
6.8 sq.ft.
Capacity

Canisters

208 (expandable with
additional swappable
canisters)
Speed

Unit-Dose

Up to 60 pouches
per minute

Multi-Dose

Up to 50 pouches
per minute

Packaging types
Clear/Clear, Clear/White, White/Clear

• Compact, high-capacity and highefficiency solution with the flexibility
to increase capacity by adding
additional swappable canisters
• With the choice of 3 types of
supported paper, manipulation
during manual verification and at
bedside is reduced
• The TransPAC transportation
case for PACMED strips was
designed to reduce receiving and
cart-loading time
• Through increased efficiency, you
have more time to focus on your
patients’ needs and offer other
revenue generating services

Growth
• Ensure a competitive advantage

and customer loyalty by offering
your patients a unique and
innovative solution

• Expand your target market beyond
long-term care to independent and
active seniors and other patients
with complex medication regimes

Protection
• Improves medication adherence

with reminder pouches for on-time
renewal

• Brings security and flexibility to your
patients’ daily medication routine
• Reduces errors as well as dispensing
time

Can be used to denote hours of
administration, international
language characters and identify
multiple pouches

REMINDER POUCHES
Can be used to remind patients of
when to take non-oral medication or
number of days left to renewal

UNLIMITED ADMIN/DAY
Allows you to package pills for
complex medication regimes with

PERSONALIZED POUCH DESIGN
Easily customizable appearance and
information for different needs

EASILY CRUSH PILLS
Allows you to safely and conveniently
crush pills directly in the pouch
without requiring an additional
specialized pouch

PATIENT LABELS WITH IMAGES
PACMED Core® software offers the
option to print patient labels with
colour images of patient and drugs,
by the caregiver

Ask about the PACMED support
products: Wizer, CrushPAC,
TransPAC and ComPAC boxes.

PACMED®, PACMED Core® and PACVision® are registered trademarks of McKesson Canada Corporation.

McKesson
McKessonCanada
CanadaAutomation
Automation
1.888.606.6337
1.888.606.6337extension
extension44
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
mckesson.ca/automation
mckesson.ca/automation
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Strip
Packaging Technology
Automation

PACMED® D Series
PACMED D Series
Innovative and affordable
compliance packaging solutions

Medication pouch
packaging
A progressive solution that is
convenient, easy to use, portable,
personalized and totally secure.
Thanks to our unique packaging
technology, you can now provide better
quality services while improving
medication adherence.

Improved patient outcomes

Increased business growth

PACMED – Making life easier for you
and your patients

PACMED D Benefits
Differentiate

Protect your patients and
market share

• Ensure a competitive advantage and
customer loyalty by offering your
patients a unique and innovative
solution
• Individual pouches are discreet,
convenient and easy to carry
• Personalized pouches display the day
and time each medication needs to be
taken, even more than 4 times a day
• Through increased efficiency, you
have more time to focus on your
patients’ needs and offer other
revenue generating services

Grow
• Expand your target market beyond
long-term care to independent and
active seniors and other patients
with complex medication regimes

Protect
• Improves medication adherence with
reminder pouches for on-time renewal
• Brings security and flexibility to your
patients’ daily medication routine
• Reduces errors as well as
dispensing time
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PACMED D Specifications
D

D36

D84

Dimensions
(W)

37.5”

37.5”

37.5”

(H)

37”

67”

82.5”

(D)

21”

21”

21”

Unit footprint
5.5 sq.ft.
0

The medication to be taken
for the next dose will be in the
next pouch on the strip

ICONS
Can be used to denote hours
of administration, international
language characters and
identify multiple pouches

Monday

REMINDER POUCHES

Capacity
Canisters

PACMED D Features

36

84

Speed
Unit-Dose

Up to 60 pouches
per minute

Multi-Dose

Up to 50 pouches
per minute

Can be used to remind patients of
when to take non-oral medication
or number of days left to renewal

Tuesday

UNLIMITED ADMIN/DAY
Allows you to package pills for
complex medication
regimes with complete flexibility

PERSONALIZED
POUCH DESIGN

2

Pouch 1 of 2

Easily customizable appearance
and information for different needs
PACMED D

36 canisters

D36

PACMED D
Supporting Product

Pouch 2 of 2

PACMED LTL Load to Light TM

PACMED D

84 canisters

D84

The light system guides the technician
in preparing trays of non-canister
medication and partial pills

Reminder pouch for a
non-oral medication

Reminder pouch of
number of days
to renewal

PACMED® is a registered trademark of McKesson Canada Corporation.

McKesson Canada Automation
1.888.606.6337 extension 4
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
mckesson.ca/automation
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Strip Packaging Technology

PACMED® NS Series
PACMED NS Series
High efficiency and high capacity
packagers that produce easy to use,
portable, personalised, and totally
secure compliance packaging.

Medication pouch
packaging

Sliders offer easy access to canisters

With PACMED® pouches,
medication administration is
simple and safe.
• Improves resident safety
• Reduces frequency of medication
errors
• Optimizes nurses’ time
• Medications can be conveniently
organized and kept inside a
medication cart

Special Tablet System (STS) tray for
controlled substances

• Easily crush medication directly
in the PACMED® pouch

Improved
efficiency

Accelerate
your growth

Click to watch
the video
14

Pouches for each administration date/time
and reminders for non-oral solids

Ensured
patient safety

I loved the efficiencies
that came with my
original PACMED, but
the enhanced features
of my new PACMED
NS have taken it a
step further. We have
been able to reduce over 30% of our
STS trays with the new universal
canisters by automating our top
partial tablets. The one-sided design
means we can operate efficiently in a
smaller workspace.

The universal canisters
capability in the
new PACMED NS,
for partial and
special tablets, is
a substantial time
saving for us; we were
able to cut down 50% of the STS
trays. The new PACMED holds more
canisters with higher capacity. The
eight towers are independent of
each other, allowing refills while the
machine is running.

Blair Snow, Pharmacist & Co-Owner
Roulston’s Pharmacy, Simcoe, ON

Tessa Valg, Regional Manager Fraser Health,
Langley, BC

PACMED NS Benefits

PACMED NS Specifications

Efficiency

NS360

• High canister-count solutions ensure less human
intervention, reduced errors, increased productivity,
and less down-time
• High-volume medication canisters can be conveniently
positioned up-front for faster refilling
• Special Tablet System (STS) trays allow for
uninterrupted packaging flow of non-canister
medication and partial pills
• Manipulation during manual verification and
at bedside is reduced

NS576

Dimensions
(W)
(H)
(D)

38”
84”
34”

50”
86”
40”

Speed
Unit-Dose

Up to 60 pouches per minute

Multi-Dose

Up to 50 pouches per minute
Packaging types

Clear/Clear, Clear/White, White/Clear

Growth
• Ensure a competitive advantage and customer
loyalty by offering your patients a unique and
innovative solution
• Allows you to absorb increased prescription volume
with your current infrastructure

Canisters

Choose 360 or 576 canisters
to optimise dipensing of your
inventory

Safety
• Reduces errors and dispensing time
• Standardised bar-code formats facilitate bedside
scanning
• Bar coding allows for the verification from pharmacy
production to patient delivery
• Ensures that pills are given consistently and correctly,
allowing caregivers to focus on their patients’ needs
• Pouch packaging allows for automated verification
which improves the safety and accuracy of the process

Universal
canisters

Automate dispensing
of partial pills

Sliders

Convenient
access to all
canisters

STS tray
Variable pouch size
Adapt packaging for
each care home or
patient group

Package
non-canister
medications and
partial pills

Swappable mainframe
Optional interchangeable
mainframe unit packager

PACMED®, PACVision® and PACMED Core® are registered trademarks of
McKesson Canada Corporation.

McKesson Canada Automation
1.888.606.6337 extension 4
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
mckesson.ca/automation
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Automated
AutomationInspection Technology

PACVision®
PACVision
A high-speed, high accuracy
automated inspection unit
that safely and efficiently
verifies the content of every
PACMED pouch

Opportunities to capture

Increased accuracy

PACVision
Discover the high precision
technology that automates
the verification process
efficiently and securely.

Increased efficiency
and productivity

Protect your patients
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Engineered to meet the needs
of a large scale operation,
its compact size will ensure
easy integration in your
workflow.
Compatibility is essential
to achieve high productivity
in a large scale operation.
With PACMED and PACVision,
you have a seamless process
from packaging to verification.

Accuracy
• Using an advanced pill recognition system,
PACVision verifies every pouch for pill
quantity, colour, size and shape
• Colour recognition accuracy is ensured with
our unique high-precision method that takes
the environmental characteristics of your
site into consideration

Productivity

Dimensions
(W)
(H)
(D)

39”
70.9”
26.4”
Validation/Work Stations
Supports up to 8 stations
Support product

Comes with 2 i-Rolly units that will roll strips
of PACMED® pouches quickly and easily
Speed

• Automated inspection minimizes pharmacist
intervention, freeing up time for patient
counselling and other responsibilities
• One PACVision can support multiple
PACMEDs and work stations

User-friendly Correction Screen

• Full integration with PACMED provides a
high productivity platform for packaging
and verification

Safety and traceability
• Immune to distractions or fatigue,
PACVision verifies pouches consistently,
quickly and securely
• A user-friendly interface allows for the
easy search and retrieval of all pouch images
for traceability
• With the added capability to capture a
colour image of a corrected pouch, all
verified pouches can be documented
without exception

PACMED®, PACMED Core® and PACVision® are registered trademarks of
McKesson Canada Corporation.

McKesson
McKessonCanada
CanadaAutomation
Automation
1.888.606.6337
1.888.606.6337extension
extension44
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
mckesson.ca/automation
mckesson.ca/automation
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Automated
AutomationInspection Technology

PACVision® C
PACVision C
A new and innovative high
accuracy automated inspection
unit that safely and efficiently
verifies the content of every
PACMED pouch

Opportunities to capture

Increased accuracy

PACVision C
Increased efficiency
and productivity

Protect your patients

Discover the high precision
technology that automates
the verification process
efficiently and securely.
Engineered to meet the needs
of a small to medium scale
operation, its small footprint
will ensure easy placement
in your pharmacy.
Compatibility is essential to
achieve efficiency in a small to
medium scale operation. With
PACMED and PACVision C,
you have a seamless process
from packaging to verification.
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Accuracy

Dimensions

• Using an advanced pill recognition system,
PACVision C verifies every pouch for pill
quantity, colour, size and shape

(W)

28” (base doors closed)

(H)

70” (including stand)
40” (without stand)

• Colour recognition accuracy is ensured with
our unique high-precision method that takes
the environmental characteristics of your
site into consideration

(D)

19”
Validation/Work Stations
Supports 1 station
Support product

Comes with 2 i-Rolly units that will roll strips
of PACMED® pouches quickly and easily

• Automated inspection minimizes pharmacist
intervention, freeing up time for patient
counselling and other responsibilities
• Full integration with PACMED provides
an efficient and seamless process between
packaging and verification

Speed

User-friendly Correction Screen

Safety and traceability
• Immune to distractions or fatigue,
PACVision C verifies pouches consistently,
quickly and securely
• A user-friendly interface allows for the
easy search and retrieval of all pouch images
for traceability
• With the added capability to capture a
colour image of a corrected pouch, all
verified pouches can be documented
without exception

PACMED®, PACMED Core® and PACVision® are registered trademarks
of McKesson Canada Corporation.

McKessonCanada
CanadaAutomation
Automation
McKesson
1.888.606.6337extension
extension44
1.888.606.6337
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
mckesson.ca/automation
mckesson.ca/automation
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Counting Technology

Parata Max®
Parata Max
A high-speed solution, Parata
Max delivers on efficiency while
also ensuring safety and accuracy
in every pharmacy setting. It
automates up to 80% of your oral
solids with its ability to support up
to 228 DINs.
Scan the stock bottle and cell
to ensure they match

This fully-automated robot labels,
fills, caps and sorts prepared vials
into drop-off shelves that can hold
up to 132 completed prescriptions.
Simultaneous dispensing and
replenishment allow continuous
operation of your pharmacy.
With bottle and cell barcode
scanning, Parata Max always
dispenses the right drug to keep
patients safe. Additionally, Parata
counting technology and air-jet
cells ensure each count is accurate.

Advanced
technology

Improved
efficiency

Replenish while prescriptions are ﬁlled

Accuracy
and safety

Retrieve the labelled, ﬁlled, capped
and sorted vials

Parata Max has been key in growing our
business. It makes our bustling pharmacy
easier to manage while keeping our operating
costs down. Technology will always be part of
our business strategy.
Sean K. Cheverie, Pharmacist & Owner
Amherst Pharmasave

Click to watch
the video
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Parata Max Benefits

Parata Max Specifications

Advanced Technology

Parata Max

Dimensions

• The only technology that labels, fills, caps and sorts
prescription vials
• Smart, two-sided design allows for uninterrupted
dispensing during replenishment of vials and caps
or medication
• Delivers the fastest, most accurate counting and
easiest cell calibration

Width
Height
Depth

202 cm (80")
221 cm (87")
67 cm (27")

Number of cells
Configurable

Up to 228 cells

Standard setup

188 standard and 20 super cells

Speed

• Super cells designed for fast-moving drugs hold more
than 3 times the inventory in just twice the space of
a standard cell

Average

128 prescriptions/hr

Electrical requirements
120V/20A dedicated circuit NEMA 5-20 outlet

Efficiency
• Handles up to 80% of your total countable oral solid
prescription volume

Inventory side

• Easy to learn and operate, with minimal upkeep
required

Up to 228
standard cells,
each with
500 cc capacity

• On-site cell calibration for maximum efficiency

Dispensing side
Drop-off
shelves hold
up to 132
completed
prescriptions

• Larger cell capacity greatly reduces replenishment
frequency
Bins for
13 and 30
dram vials

Accuracy & Safety
• 100% accurate for drug and strength
• Cross-contamination eliminated by filling vials
directly from dispensing cells

Bins for 13 and
30 dram caps

• Enhanced auditing capabilities through a wide
variety of reports
• Ability to secure access to eliminate diversion

Parata Max ® is a registered trademark of Parata Systems LLC.

Parata Max has achieved GREENGUARD GOLD Certification,
ensuring it meets some of the world’s most rigorous standards
for low chemical emissions. This determines that a product is
acceptable for use in environments such as schools and
healthcare facilities.

McKesson Canada Automation
1.888.606.6337 extension 4
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
mckesson.ca/automation
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Counting Technology

CountAssist

TM

CountAssist
A reliable counting technology that
streamlines vial filling, CountAssist
is the most cost-effective counting
automation on the market.
Each compact cabinet contains
18 canisters, each with its own
locked chute, eliminating the risk of
cross-contamination and ensuring
the security of your patients.

Stock bottle scanning for traceability
and safety

Its slim, one-sided design makes
CountAssist perfect for installation
in any size dispensary. You can
easily add cabinets to expand the
system based on your prescription
volume or as you grow.
CountAssist sets a new standard in
vial filling that is quickly becoming
the most efficient choice of
national pharmacy chains and
independent owners alike.

Improved
efficiency

Scalable for
future growth

Ensured
patient safety

Click to watch
the video

Canister refill for inventory management

Counting and filling for time savings

Since CountAssist
is only accessed
from the front and
needs minimal
space, I was able to
install two cabinets in
my pharmacy. It’s simple to use,
so it got my staff comfortable with
automation. Now our counts are
more accurate and our efficiency
has improved thanks to the system’s
reliability.

Pharmacy is
changing. Nowadays,
pharmacists must
focus more on
cognitive services. […]
[CountAssist] allows us
to increase our productivity in the
pharmacy. […] I love the CountAssist
because it has a small footprint.
Since our dispensary does not have
a lot of room, it is a perfect fit for our
pharmacy.

Karim Merani, Pharmacist & Owner
Carleton Place IDA Drugmart

Jarron Yee, Pharmacist & Owner
Medicine Shoppe

CountAssist Benefits

CountAssist Specifications

Efficiency
• With one cabinet, you can automate up to 35% of
your oral solid prescriptions
• Software developed in-house, designed with
Canadian pharmacies in mind
• User-friendly GUI makes it easy to learn and simple
to operate
• Reporting functions help you optimise its use
• Requires little supervision and minimal upkeep

Flexibility

Main cabinet

Auxiliary cabinet

Dimensions
Width
Height
Depth

75 cm (30")
195 cm (77")
25 cm (10")

54 cm (21")
195 cm (77")
25 cm (10")

Number of canisters
18 per cabinet
Scalability

Up to 10 cabinets can be connected together
Electrical requirements

Standard 120V/15A

• Integrates seamlessly with all pharmacy systems
• Compact one-sided cabinet can be installed at end
of bay, against a wall or in multiple configurations

Small footprint that fits in any dispensary,
ideal for end-of-bay placement

• Scalable technology that adapts to your growing
business demand
• Up to 10 cabinets can be connected to a single
controller, for a total of 180 canisters

Safety
• Rx label barcode scanning ensures the right
medication goes in the right vial to go to
the right patient
• Dedicated locked chutes eliminate crosscontamination
• Locking door secures one row of canisters in
each cabinet, limiting access to expensive or
narcotic medications
CountAssist™ is a trademark of McKesson Canada Corporation.

McKesson Canada Automation
1.888.606.6337 extension 4
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
mckesson.ca/automation
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Counting
Technology
Automation

AccuCount®
AccuCount

AccuCount

High precision scale for counting
and compounding

A quick and precise oral solid
counter with an integrated
pharmacy scale for compounding

Opportunities to capture

Improved security

AccuCount is an innovative
solution that integrates seamlessly
with your pharmacy workflow
Counting technology for smaller
volume operations

Discover other automation
solutions designed to:
• Improve efficiency,
productivity and accuracy
• Give you more time for
your patients
• Position you for further
growth
• Increase security and
profitability
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Precision
• State-of-the-art, maintenance-free
Swiss technology
• Precisely weighs oral solids in seconds
• 620 gram capacity with a precision of 0.001 g
• Internal and external calibration
• Memory capacity of 100,000 UPCs,
pre-loaded with a starter database of
over 10,000 UPCs including drug name,
DIN and strength
• Detailed drug information displayed in
either English or French

Dimensions
(W)
(H)
(D)

9.45”
4.88”
14.17”
Database capacity
100,000 UPCs
Calibration
Internal and external
Major features

• New graphical interface with a 12-key control
panel (including 6 multi-function soft keys)
• On-screen instructions
• Includes a barcode scanner with an option
to connect a keyboard

Security
• RxCheck function verifies stock-bottle
bar code against customer prescription
bar code, confirming the dispensing
of the correct medication

• Faster and more accurate than tedious
manual counting
• Compounded customized medication
prepared for your patients easily and
accurately
• Inventory time made easier with
bar code scanning and high counting
speed which provides accurate drug
counts in seconds

AccuCount® is a registered trademark of Parata Systems LLC.

McKessonCanada
CanadaAutomation
Automation
McKesson
1.888.606.6337extension
extension44
1.888.606.6337
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
mckesson.ca/automation
mckesson.ca/automation
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Health Monitoring Technology

HealthAssist

TM

HealthAssist
This comprehensive health
monitoring station reports patient
data to your pharmacy system for
actionable patient consulting.
HealthAssist reads and records six
basic health indicators:
• Blood pressure
• Height

Simple navigation of user options

• Weight
• Body mass index BMI
• Blood oxygen saturation
• Body temperature
An advertising screen helps
you promote your services such
as patient consultations and
vaccinations.
HealthAssist is ISO certified. It is
also licensed by Health Canada as
a Class II medical device.
Class II medical device
Santé
Health
Canada Canada

Better
patient care

Comprehensive
monitoring

Accessibility
and usability

Sharing results with
the pharmacist
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View, print or send results to
a health care practitioner

HealthAssist Benefits

HealthAssist Specifications

Better Patient Care

Dimensions

• Data and results records remain available in the kiosk
for reference and consultation
• Patient results can be shared with their healthcare
provider

Width

84 cm (33”)

Height

202 cm (80”)

Depth

92 cm (36”)
Weight

• Keep patients informed about in-pharmacy
promotions or events on a 21” advertising screen

130 kg (286 lb)
Electrical Requirements

Comprehensive Monitoring

120 V, 60 Hz, 15 A

 Overhead sensor measures height
 Infrared sensor measures body temperature



 Cuff measures blood pressure level and heart rate
 Integrated body scale measures weight
Blood oxygen saturation sensor measures
SpO2 value



 Calculates Body Mass Index using the age, gender,
height, and weight

Accessibility and Usability



• The seat moves for easy wheelchair access
• Patients interact with the kiosk through a private
15” screen
• The interface allows patients to easily navigate
user options



• Users can select their local language preference
• Compatible with loyalty cards that have a barcode



(using the age,
gender, height,
weight)

Class II medical device
The manufacturer maintains ISO 13485:2016 and MDSAP certification and is audited by a governing body.
The manufacturer maintains the certification of the MDL (Medical Device License) by Health Canada.
McKesson Canada maintains the certification of the MDEL (Medical Device Establishment License) by Health Canada.

Santé
Health
Canada Canada

McKesson Canada Automation
1.888.606.6337 extension 4
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
mckesson.ca/automation
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Premiere Pharmacy Refrigerators

Pharmacy Refrigerator Models
Protect your medication, customers and
pharmacy from inadequate medication storage
Using a pharmacy grade
refrigerator ensures that your
medication is properly stored.

Safety & protection
Some medications and vaccines
may become less effective, or
even destroyed, when exposed
to temperatures outside the
recommended range.

Precise & compliant
Our products respect all technical
requirements of the Public Health
Agency of Canada.

ABT-HC-UCFS-0204G-MCKCA

ABT-HC-UCFS-0504G-MCKCA

• Microprocessor temperature
controller ensures narrow tolerances
with internal temperatures
• Fan-forced air circulation ensures
that the temperature distribution is
even
• A set-point temperature range is
kept with audible and visual high
and low temperature alarms
• The temperature recovery system
provides a controlled temperature
pull-down and recovery after a door
opening

Return on investment
Although pharmacy grade
refrigerators require a higher upfront
investment than a non-pharmacy
grade unit, the expenses related to
lost product due to a failure can be
significant.
The higher quality pharmacy grade
refrigerator will ensure a long-term
investment in the safety and proper
storage of medication.

PH-ABT-12G-MCKCA
5 shelves
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PH-ABT-16G-MCKCA
5 shelves

Why invest in a
Pharmacy Grade Refrigerator?
Pharmacy Grade
Refrigerator

Understanding the differences

Dorm Grade
Refrigerator

Digital Microprocessor
Temperature Controller
Maintains precise settings of
temperature cycles to meet
today’s standards

Forced Air Circulation
Provides required
temperature uniformity and
recovery after door openings

Port Hole
Access port for auxiliary
monitoring systems probes

Safety

Temperature Alarms
Equipped with audible
and visual high and low
temperature alarms

Accuracy

Compliance

Remote Alarm Contacts
Provides contacts for
alternative central alarm
systems and phone dialers

Protection

Cost Savings On
Purchase

Digital Temperature
Display
Displays interior temperature
in F or C
Protects your medication,
customers and pharmacy
from inadequate
medication storage

McKesson Canada Automation
1.888.606.6337 extension 4
automation.sales@mckesson.ca
mckesson.ca/automation
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What Pharmacists Are Saying

After only one month of use, BlistAssist
has increased our productivity.
Blister cards are prepared more efficiently,
verification is much quicker, and I can
rest assured that errors are detected
and corrected before the cards leave the
pharmacy.
Suzie Rousseau
Pharmacist & Owner
Proxim Suzie Rousseau, QC

We pride ourselves on providing the best patient care possible.
A big part of that is PACMED strip packaging
– a value-added service that makes it easy for
patients to take the right medication at the
right time. Our pharmacy continues to flourish
and we’re optimistic about the future of our
business.
Karim Merani
Pharmacist & Owner
Greenbank Huntclub IDA Compounding Pharmacy, ON
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The VBM has dramatically increased the productivity of my pharmacy and my team.
It used to take us 6 days to prepare and check our blister cards and now we are able to
produce everything in only 3 days.
The VBM’s accurate preparation and verification allowed me to have peace of mind and
the necessary time to focus on my patients and improve customer service.
The machine fits easily in my small dispensary, not to mention that it’s virtually silent
when in operation. I was pleased with the quick and simple installation and the intuitive
software was easy to learn.
Tereza Michel
Pharmacist & Owner
Proxim Tereza Michel, Laval, QC

Parata Max has been key in growing our business.
It makes our bustling pharmacy easier to manage
while keeping our operating costs down. Technology
will always be part of our
business strategy.
Sean K. Cheverie
Pharmacist & Owner
Amherst Pharmasave, NS

With the RxSafe robot and its
customized software, we’ve
streamlined our workflow, inventory
management and narcotic auditing
and reconciliation. We have less
inventory on hand, more space to
work, and we were able to free up staff
to devote more time and attention to
other patient services.
Robert MacLellan
Pharmacist & Owner
Sherwood Drug Mart, PEI

In a busy pharmacy, speed
and accuracy are vital.
Using PACVision helps our
dispensary run more smoothly
without compromising
patient safety.
Chris Barkhouse
Pharmacist & General Manager
Guardian Bouctouche, NB
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Through our wide array of innovative
pharmacy automation solutions and
technologies, McKesson Canada
Automation is helping improve
patient care and safety.

© McKesson Canada Corporation 2020
The McKesson Canada logo is a trademark
of McKesson Canada Corporation

McKesson Canada is made up of many
businesses all serving the health care
industry.
Our solutions enable health care service
providers to get closer to the millions of
patients they serve every single day, while
contributing to the quality and safety of care
in Canada.
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